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The Digital Connected Campus

Pepperdine University
▶ Private, 4-year institution with five locations in southern
California and several international campuses
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▶ Student FTE: 3,533 Undergrad; 7,700 Total
▶ ERP: Peoplesoft
▶ Softdocs customer since 2017
▶ Migration from NolijWeb to Etrieve Content, File,
Flow, Forms and Serve

When Softdocs came out and demonstrated their products—
the first thing that really hit the team was just how clean the
user interface looked and how straightforward and simple
all the controls seemed to be … Between a combination of
community feedback and licensing models, we ended up
picking Softdocs as the preferred choice for our new content
management system.
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Some Migration Facts
▶ 4.6 Million Documents
▶ 21 Departments
▶ Over 90 Forms Developed: including 31 Financial Aid, 10 Registrar

Special Achievements Include:
▶ Employee Onboarding: Went from 28 forms on seven different
platforms to eight forms all available in one central location, Etrieve.
Our university leadership scrutinized our employee onboarding process and realized how cumbersome it was—
looking at different paper forms, departmental websites
and emails all across the different campuses. We wanted
to consolidate all the information in one platform, making
it streamlined for new employees and less cumbersome
for hiring managers. Etrieve has allowed us to do that.
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▶ Development of Zoom Webinar Request Form During COVID
Just since June 2020, we have been able to save money by
using an Etrieve form to set up zoom webinars, to our users
specifications, while also efficiently allocating resources
for these one-time events.
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